
Summary

My passion for software development is fueled by my commitment to creating innovative solutions and improving
product development.
My journey through a career change, nourished by a deep passion for technology and a dedication to lifelong
learning, has led me to specialize in React, Next.js, JavaScript, and various other technologies, marking a
significant evolution on my professional path.
I am constantly exploring different technologies and tools to expand my skill set, contributing significantly to
both personal and open-source projects.
My past experiences have endowed me with a profound understanding of teamwork and the skill to successfully
complete projects within deadlines. With a clear vision of becoming a full-stack developer, I am resolute in my
commitment to continuous learning and self-improvement.

Tech Skills

JavaScript | TypeScript | React.js | Next.js | Redux.js | Vue.js | Tailwind CSS | SASS | Git | REST API

Statamic CMS | Antlers | Firebase | Figma | Vite | HTML5 | CSS3 | React Testing Library | Jira

Projects

Time Tracker
The "Time Tracker" project is a web application designed for time management and task tracking. It allows users 
to track the time spent on various tasks and maintain logs of their activities.

•Secured user registration, login, and logout functionalities were implemented using Firebase Auth.
•Instant updates were enabled in the application through real-time data synchronization with Firebase 
Firestore.
•Time tracking features, including start, pause, and stop functions, were implemented using React.js.
•A detailed activity log management system was designed using React.js and Firebase Firestore.
•Protected routes within the application were secured, ensuring authenticated access through React 
Router.
•Form validation and handling in the application were managed using React Hook Form integrated with Zod.
•Responsive design was achieved, ensuring a consistent user interface across various devices using Tailwind 
CSS.

GitHub

Wordigo
A platform where you can translate unfamiliar words while browsing the web with your browser, add them to 
your personal dictionary, and share them.

•Managed tasks and workflow within the team as Development Manager
•Developed the product roadmap by auditing issues to improve project efficiency.
•Developed reusable UI components and style templates.
•Implemented authentication and OAuth2 structure using Next.js.
•Added multi-language support and implemented necessary SEO optimizations.

GitHub

altankurt.dev
My personal website, crafted with modern technologies, showcases my writings and professional works

•Built a website & blog platform with Next.js
•Developed reusable UI components
•Used dynamic routing for blog posts and static for the projects page
•Optimized for SEO and integrated Google Analytics for traffic insights
•Implemented a modern and responsive design with TailwindCSS
•Added theme switching for multi-theme feature

GitHub

Altan Kurt
Frontend Developer

hello@altankurt.dev altankurt.dev altankurt altankurt altankurt Izmir, Turkey
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Professional Experience

Frontend Developer
Epigra

•Developed high-performance, SEO-friendly interactive web applications using 
Next.js, React.js, and Vue.js technologies. Centered on user experience, enhancing 
site speed and accessibility.

03/2023 – present
Remote

•Designed dynamic features that strengthen projects' functionality and user 
interaction using JavaScript and TypeScript. Applied efficient coding practices and 
performed performance improvements to increase applications' speed and 
reliability.
•Created aesthetically pleasing, easy-to-use, and fully responsive user interfaces 
using Tailwind CSS.
•Utilized Figma to transform designs into pixel-perfect code, ensuring all projects 
conform precisely to the intended design aesthetics.
•Developed easy-to-manage and scalable content management systems using 
Statamic CMS. Provided customized solutions to meet client needs and made 
content updates more efficient.
•Acted as an effective bridge between multidisciplinary teams, ensuring projects are 
delivered on time and to high standards. Utilized cross-process coordination and 
communication skills to optimize project flow.
•Diagnosed the customer requests
•Conducted reviews of fellow developers' tasks within the development process.
•Refactored the old components and functions for better performance.

Frontend Developer
Weblitious Ltd. (Contracted)

•Development interactive and responsive website using TailwindCSS, SASS and 
JavaScript

06/2022 – 09/2022
Remote

•Participated in activities to optimize web performance
•Worked closely with design and development teams to optimize UX/UI design.
•Collaborated on various web projects within a dynamic team

Operations Manager
KODA Network

•Analyzed complex data sets, provided critical insights influencing business decisions, 
and developed strategies to improve financial and operational performance.

03/2020 – 04/2022
Izmir, Turkey

•I carried out financial control, audit and cash flow management and accounting 
operations in an organised manner.
•Restructured financial organization and processes, successfully managing the 
digitalization of administrative and financial workflows.
•Kept up with advertising and marketing trends, integrating industry innovations into 
our business processes, thus gaining a competitive advantage.
•Standardized project management processes and utilized monitoring systems for 
effective project management.
•Determined the agency's annual and quarterly growth targets, effectively managing 
resources and teams to achieve these goals.

Previous Experience
•Continuously improved organizational processes throughout roles ranging from 
Administrative and Accounting Specialist to Operations Manager.

11/2012 – 02/2020
Izmir, Turkey

•Gained in-depth expertise in digital transformation and workflow optimization.
•Led financial planning and resource allocation, bolstering infrastructure with e-
transformation and digital archiving.
•Established strategic supplier relationships, optimizing the supply chain.
•Collaborated with public institutions and managed government incentives to 
ensure smooth operations.

Education

B.D. Business Administration
Anadolu University

2012 – 2014
Eskisehir, Turkey

A.D. Accounting and Tax
Mugla Sitki Kocman University

2010 – 2012
Mugla, Turkey
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